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CONSIDERATIONS IN THE SELECTION OF A CONVENTIONAL 

OR DEHUMIDIFICATION DRYING SYSTEM

There are a number of reasons why a company may wish to consider 

installing a lumber drying system, for example; in the case of a sawmill, 

to increase product value (dry versus green lumber), a furniture or component 

manufacturer may wish to decrease costs of raw material or ensure a supply 

of good quality raw material. The final decision is usually made on an 

economic basis - how will the installation of a drying facility affect 

profitability.

We will limit our discussion to the items a furniture or wood component 

manufacturer should consider when assessing the feasability of installing 

a drying system. The following points are all important; i) what are your 

annual requirements for dry lumber? ii) what are you presently paying for 

dry lumber? iii) what could you expect to pay for green lumber? and 

iv) does the price differential and volumes to be dried give an acceptable 

return on investment. At present, kiln-dried hardwood lumber at the 

wholesale level is priced $100 - $150 higher than green lumber of similar 

quality, depending upon size and species. When deciding whether or not 

to install a drying facility a company must determine if their costs to 

produce dry lumber will be lower than the added cost of purchasing kiln- 

dried versus green lumber.

The first consideration is the capital investment required to set up 

a drying facility. At present, conventional steam heated kilns cost 

$2500 - $2700 per thousand board feet capacity. This price does not include 

the cost of installing a boiler or other energy supply system. Typical 

costs for a dehumidification kiln including equipment and building would
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be in the range of $2200 - $2500/Mbf capacity. With a dehumidification 

system it is possible to purchase only the equipment and install it in an 

existing or self-built enclosure (assuming that certain precautions are 

followed during construction). In this way it may be possible to reduce 

costs significantly. Cost of equipment alone (including compressor, air- 

circulation fans and control system) is approximately $1000/Mbf capacity.

All of these costs will vary with size of installation, location of facility, 

and type of construction used. The cost of borrowing money to finance such 

a project is a major consideration. Typical hardwood drying installations 

in the range of IGOMbf capacity would require financing to the amount of 

$250,000 or more.

Operating costs are variable and may change considerably depending 

upon; location, source of energy, type of lumber being dried, manpower 

costs, etc. Direct operating costs will include energy, labour, and 

maintenance.

Energy costs are an important consideration when selecting a drying 

system since they often account for 50 percent or more of the total operating 

costs. Most conventional kilns require a supply of steam which is traditionally 

produced with a gas or oil fired boiler. However, if the operation is large 

enough energy costs can be reduced substantially by installing a residue 

fired boiler. The extra capital investment required is quite high and 

generally prohibitive to the majority of secondary wood manufacturers. 

Conventional systems require a small amount of electrical energy to 

operate kiln fans whereas most dehumidification installations are totally 

electric. In the past fosil fuels held a distinct advantage over electrical 

power in terms of energy cost, however, recent price increases have reduced 

the price differential between these energy sources. With dehumidifiers
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it is possible to use steam as a supplementary heat source which in turn 

could be produced from fosil fuels or residues.

Labour requirements will not vary a great deal between the two drying 

systems being discussed. Assuming installations with similar production 

capacities, the need for a trained kiln operator, and staff to load and 

unload the kiln will not vary between systems. If boiler facilities must be 

installed it may be necessary, depending upon local laws, to have a stationery 

engineer on staff.

General maintenance to be carried out on either drying system would 

include; periodic re-calibration of control instruments, lubrication of 

bearings in motors and fan shafts, inspection and replacement when necessary 

of valves and motors, coating of interior kiln walls, and upkeep of exterior 

of the building. Conventional kilns require maintenance of pneumatic 

valves, boiler and steam pipes. Overall, very little maintenance is 

required on conventional kilns and many existing kilns 40 or more years old 

are still operating efficiently. Dehumidification kilns should be inspected 

periodically for damage to or leaks in the cooling and heating coils and the 

compressor should be checked to ensure that it is fully charged with 

refrigerant and operating properly. Since dehumidifiers are still a 

relatively new product it is difficult to comment on their anticipated 

maintenance costs over the full service life.

Other indirect operating costs include'; equipment depreciation, insurance, 

supplies, and interest on inventory. These make up a small portion of the 

total cost but should be considered in a complete economic analysis.

Next we will examine the advantages and disadvantages of both systems 

with regards to their ability to produce good quality dry lumber. However, 

before proceeding, I will briefly describe the operating characteristics of
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both systems.

There are a number of variations of conventional kilns, however, for 

the purpose of drying hardwoods the one most commonly employed is the side 

loading steam heated kiln. In this system reversible overhead fans circulate 

the air through the lumber pile. Periodic reversal of air circulation 

results in uniform drying across the lumber stack. Steam heated coils and 

steam jets are used to control dry bulb temperature and raise humidity of 

the kiln air. Vents on the kiln roof are opened to exhaust air when relative 

humidity in the kiln exceeds the required level. All of these systems are 

regulated by a recorder - controller, where dry and wet-bulb conditions are 

set by the kiln operator. Buildings are usually prefabricated aluminum or 

cement block.

Air circulation equipment and drying compartment design for a dehumidification 

kiln are similar to conventional kilns, however, this is where the similarity 

ends. These kilns employ a compressor similar in principle to those used, 

in refrigeration or heat pump applications. Warm, moist air from the drying 

chamber or kiln is forced over the cold evaporator coils in the dehumidification 

unit. The moisture in the air condenses on the coils and the water is drained 

from the system. The sensible heat removed from the air and the latent 

heat of condensation cause the refrigerant fluid in the evaporator to vaporize.

The heated refrigerant vapor is then cycled through the compressor where it 

absorbs some additional heat energy equivalent to the work input of the 

compressor.

As a hot gas at high pressure, the refrigerant passes through the 

condenser, at which point the acquired heat is transferred back to the cooled 

air coming from the evaporator, and the refrigerant reverts to the liquid 

state. In this manner heat is recycled to maintain the drying conditions
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in the kiln. Different temperature operating ranges are acheived by charging 

the compressor with different refrigerants. Depending upon the temperature 

range employed, the kiln building can be constructed from wood, concrete 

block, or prefabricated aluminum panels. Dehumidification equipment, control 

mechanisms, and kiln structures vary from one manufacturer to another, however, 

all are based on the principle of recovering and recycling sensible and latent 

heat from the kiln air.

A previous Forintek study showed that total energy consumption for low 

temperature dehumidifiers was from 50-60 percent lower than for conventional 

kilns. However, the total cost of energy was not necessarily lower, 

depending upon regional price differential between electrical power and fosil 

fuels. Today, this comparison would no longer be valid since oil and gas 

prices have increased at a greater rate than the cost of electricity. Further

more any future comparisons should also include data on the newer, high 

temperature dehumidification systems. A dehumidification kiln does not 

require a boiler, however, unless another source of steam is available 

there is no means of effectively conditioning the lumber for stress releif.

This becomes more critical when drying at higher temperatures since stresses 

are more severe.

Due to the physical limitations of refrigerants dehumidifiers are 

restricted to a smaller range of operating temperatures than conventional 

kilns. For example, if charged with R22 a dehumidifier is most effective in 

the range of 80 to 125°F. or if charged with R12 the range is 120 to 160°F.

This limitation will rarely cause problems in the drying of most lumber. Most 

conventional kilns for hardwoods operate up to 180°F. but can also operate 

at temperatures as low as 90°F.
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If a low temperature dehumidifier is to be employed, it is quite easy 

to construct or modify a present building for use as the drying chamber. It 

should be remembered however, that due to the nature of the dehumidification 

system a good vapour barrier and well insulated wall must be provided. When 

operating at higher temperatures the kiln construction becomes much more 

critical and should normally be carried out by a contractor or kiln manufacturer.

A low temperature dehumidifier will not be able to acheive drying times as 

fast as those in conventional kilns operating at higher temperatures and 

therefore a greater kiln capacity would be required to acheive equivalent 

annual productions. Although we have not conducted any studies to confirm 

this point, there is no reason to beleive that newer dehumidification units 

operating at higher temperatures will not be able to acheive similar drying 

times to conventional systems. As previously mentioned no data is available 

on long term maintenance or life expectancy for the higher temperature 

dehumidification equipment.

The final decision on selection of a drying system is usually based on 

specific requirements or limitations at each location, and to a certain extent 

on personal preferences. Amount of lumber to be dried, species, size, 

availability of residues, and energy costs will all enter into the decision.
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